INTRODUCTION
============

Bacteria transport numerous substrates across cellular membranes via secretion systems that are essential for virulence and survival. Seven general classes of secretion systems, termed type I to type VII, have been described in bacteria ([@gks1248-B1]). Type IV secretion systems (T4SSs) are versatile, bacterial membrane-spanning apparatuses, composed of diverse structural units, which mediate both genetic exchange and the delivery of effector proteins to target eukaryotic cells ([@gks1248-B2],[@gks1248-B3]). Hence, these secretory organelles play key roles in bacterial genome plasticity and pathogenesis. Indeed, T4SSs have been directly implicated in the horizontal transfer of genes coding for virulence determinants, antibiotic resistance and other bacterial adaptation traits ([@gks1248-B4],[@gks1248-B5]).

T4SSs have been classified into three subfamilies by function ([@gks1248-B2]). 'Conjugation' associated T4SSs, often encoded on self-transmissible plasmids ([@gks1248-B6]) and integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) ([@gks1248-B7]), mediate contact-dependent DNA transfer into diverse bacterial species and, in selected instances, even into fungal, plant or human cells. 'DNA uptake and release' T4SSs function independently of contact with a target cell and instead promote genetic exchange by a different mechanism. Finally, 'effector translocator' T4SSs inject effectors into target eukaryotic cells during host--bacterium interaction processes to mediate bacterium-directed subversion of a myriad of host cell functions. T4SSs are multiunit assemblages which are typically coded for by loci exhibiting differing gene contents, gene orders and numbers of shared homologues. Therefore, T4SSs have been divided into subgroups based on gene order, content and evolutionary relationship ([@gks1248-B8]). Originally, T4SSs were classified into types F, P and I, based on the incompatibility groups IncF, IncP and IncI, respectively, of the plasmids that coded for archetypal members of each of these classes ([@gks1248-B9]). An alternative T4SS classification scheme comprise types IVA, IVB and an 'others' category to encompass those that bear little or no discernible ancestral relatedness to the types IVA or IVB systems ([@gks1248-B10]). Type IVA systems are composed of subunits similar in composition and number to those of the archetypal *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* VirB/D system, whereas type IVB systems are assembled from subunits related to the archetypal *Legionella pneumophila* Dot/Icm system. Type F and P systems map to the type IVA group, whereas type I systems map to the type IVB category. In addition, the newly described conjugative T4SSs that are encoded by a wide variety of syntenically related genomic islands (GIs), such as ICE*Hin*1056, but that are poorly related to earlier described systems have been categorized as GI type T4SSs ([@gks1248-B5]). Finally, a class of T4SSs that mediate the conjugative transfer of plasmids and ICEs and thus promote dissemination of multiple-antibiotic resistance and other virulence-associated traits have recently been described in an increasing number of Gram-positive bacteria ([@gks1248-B4],[@gks1248-B8],[@gks1248-B11]).

T4SS components and effectors are being identified in increasing numbers as the available bacterial genome sequence data expands exponentially ([@gks1248-B12],[@gks1248-B13]). However, few published T4SS-focused web-based recourses are available. The VFDB database ([@gks1248-B14]) of bacterial virulence factors captures some relevant information but to date only contains details of annotated T4SSs from 23 bacterial strains. AtlasT4SS is a manual curated database that carries details of 1617 T4SS proteins from 58 Bacteria and one Archaea and provides a hierarchical classification scheme with three levels to classify these proteins into orthologous groups ([@gks1248-B15]); data derived from 11 plasmids are also included. Notably, AtlasT4SS is focused on individual T4SS component proteins rather than entire T4SSs, with component proteins presented by orthology and not as organized collective functional systems. The dataset size of AtlasT4SS is still relatively modest. Besides, neither of the above two databases include adequate information on T4SS effectors. As a well-organized, functionally flexible and comprehensive database of T4SSs is not available, we are collating available experimental and bioinformatics analyses data and the literature on known and putative T4SSs and cognate effectors in bacteria as a open-access database called SecReT4 (Type IV Secretion system Resource). SecReT4 presents 10 424 reported and predicted essential components that make up T4SS instruments in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. All the predicted data have been curated and re-annotated according to a set of reference systems. Components are not only organized by entire T4SSs but can also be analyzed alongside other components in SecReT4 belonging to the same bit part. Thus, as an example, users can access a list of all VirB1 proteins within SecReT4. SecReT4 has classified all archived T4SSs based on above mentioned classification schemes. SecReT4 also includes data on effectors. Furthermore, more than 900 references have been collected, mined and mapped to T4SSs and effectors. The database provides functional descriptions for T4SSs, T4SS components and cognate effectors according to findings reported in the literature. To organize and display these data in an efficient manner, we designed a customized PostgreSQL schema and developed a user-friendly web-interface. Besides, SecReT4 offers easily accessible tools such as BLAST, HMMER, Primer3 and MUSCLE to permit a wide range of analyses. SecReT4 exclusively provides a web tool to identify T4SS components encoded by user-supplied DNA sequences, thus promoting the efficient identification of novel putative T4SSs in newly sequenced genomes. We envisage that SecReT4 will facilitate efficient, multi-disciplinary and innovative exploration of the large numbers of these systems, and in the process lead to a better understanding of the biological roles and significance of these versatile molecular machines. We expect that SecReT4 will prove to be of major interest to a broad community of researchers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Complete sequences of 1537 prokaryotic chromosomes, 1094 plasmids sequenced with chromosomes and 1362 plasmids sequenced alone available as of 13 April 2012 were retrieved from the NCBI RefSeq project. Data on T4SSs identified among these replicons were derived from reports of experimentally validated T4SSs, published information related to T4SSs and computational analyses of bacterial genome sequences. The approach used to predict T4SS-encoding loci is shown in the [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1). Information on 18 representative T4SSs spanning the recognized genetic and function diversity was collected as an initial query dataset ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). The selected representative systems had been well-studied and mapped to a wide range of T4SSs in terms of gene and/or protein sequence similarity and/or gene order. The inferred phylogenetic relationships of the VirB4 components were illustrated in the [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1). We then extracted the verified or proposed core T4SS components from this query dataset ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). Likely, T4SS-associated lytic transglycosylases ([@gks1248-B16]), such as VirB1, which can degrade cell walls are also included. Co-occurrence of genes coding for protein homologues of individual core components has allowed for the identification of putative T4SSs ([@gks1248-B12]) as T4SSs contain one or more regions with clustered components. Therefore, we searched the full set of bacterial replicons using BLASTp for homologues (*e*-value ≤ 0.0001) of all components listed in the [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1) and identified instances of co-localization of encoding genes. In addition, the obtained partial T4SSs were further manually curated based on the RefSeq genome annotation ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). Subsequently, newly identified T4SSs were loaded into the query dataset in turn and the search was performed reiteratively for more T4SS-encoding loci. Using this approach, 808 T4SSs that are assembled from 10 424 component proteins have been identified and archived in SecReT4. These 808 T4SSs systems are encoded by 285 chromosomes and 351 plasmids of 524 bacterial strains belonging to 289 species.

More than 900 references were collected from PubMed using the search terms 'type IV secretion', and 'type IV secretion AND effector', and by capturing T4SS-related citations within these sources. All references were manually screened for details of T4SSs. Thus, we performed validation of the predicted results by checking all identified putative T4SSs against information contained within these references. Ninety five of the identified T4SSs exhibited good matches to those reported in experimental literatures, while 200 were in accord with genome sequencing reports. Notably, our predictions were consistent with a previous bioinformatics study which identified specific components of T4SSs but with an emphasis on the conjugation machinery of ICEs ([@gks1248-B12]).

Data on 1638 experimentally verified and/or *in silico* predicted T4SS effectors were also collected from the literature mentioned earlier. These effectors were subsequently used to identify an additional 245 homologues by using BLASTp searches against the sequenced bacterial genomes with the strict cutoffs (*e*-value ≤ 0.0001 and identity ≥70%) and manual examination for the co-presence of T4SSs in the same strain. In addition, the *Helicobacter pylori* peptidoglycan, a non-protein effector delivered by the Cag system ([@gks1248-B17]), was included. As such, SecReT4 currently contains 1884 (1638 + 245 + 1 = 1884) T4SS effectors.

The two classification schemes mentioned earlier were utilized to classify T4SSs archived within SecReT4. For consistency with the scheme which uses type IVA and type IVB categories, we propose that currently defined GI type T4SSs and those present in Gram-positive bacteria be designated type IVC and type IVD, respectively ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). In addition, it is important to note that T4SSs encoded by GIs are not restricted to type IVC and that many map to the other categories, such as the well-studied SXT ICE whose conjugation is mediated by a type IVA system ([@gks1248-B7]).

The SecReT4 database is run on a high-performance four-slot, four-way server (Inspur NF8560), which has been equipped with four six-core XEON E7-4807 1.86 GHz processors and 64 GB memory. SecReT4 employs the relational database management system PostgreSQL as its back-end with a customized schema designed to organize all uploaded information, including data on T4SSs and cognate effectors, as well as related references. SecReT4 runs on a Linux platform with an Apache web server. Web interfaces were developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Data pipelines were developed with PHP and Perl. In addition, the database was enhanced by use of the CGview circular genome visualization tool ([@gks1248-B18]), as well as the MUSCLE ([@gks1248-B19]) and Jalview ([@gks1248-B20]) multiple sequence alignment and visualization tools.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

PostgreSQL-based SecReT4 offers a flexible and friendly web-interface. Users can create maps of T4SS gene clusters, investigate gene loci of interest with the embedded graphic display and search for T4SSs by name, function or host organism. Users can also search a query sequence against SecReT4 to identify potential homologues of T4SS components or effectors. Multiple sequence alignment analyses can easily be performed using the embedded MUSCLE and Jalview tools for user-directed investigations focused on diverse T4SS components, thus facilitating varied individualized directions of research. The SecReT4 homepage contains the following interfaces: 'Home', 'Browse', 'Search', 'Tools', 'Download' (nucleotide/protein sequences), 'References' and 'Introduction' (description of T4SSs and SecReT4).

SecReT4 browse module
---------------------

The SecReT4 browse module contains detailed information on all archived T4SSs, matching essential component parts and predicted T4SS effector molecules. These data include unique identifiers, host species details, sequences, functions and hyperlink paths to other public databases, such as NCBI, UniprotKB, PDB and KEGG. The 'Browse by replicon' page provides a hyperlinked organized list of bacterial replicons in which T4SSs have been identified. For each T4SS-encoding replicon, SecReT4 provides whole genome maps with the locations and sizes of genes coding for the identified T4SS components and any identified candidate effectors flagged and hyperlinked to allow for T4SS-centered zoom-out genome-scale views. Users can further access individual pages dedicated to each T4SS as required. Here, the VirB T4SS system encoded by the Ti plasmid (NCBI Refseq accession no. NC_003065) of *A. tumefaciens* C58 is taken as an example ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}). *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* C58 contains two plasmids coding for three T4SSs, two of which are on the nopaline-agrocinopine-type tumor-inducing Ti plasmid. *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* causes crown gall tumor in plants via VirB-mediated delivery of transferred DNA (T-DNA) and virulent effectors into target plant cells. The introduced 'parasitic' T-DNA is then able to randomly integrate into the genome of its new eukaryotic host. The ability of *A. tumefaciens* to facilitate inter-kingdom genetic exchange has also made it a powerful tool for transgenic plant production. Tabulated ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}A) and graphically displayed ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}B) outputs of the two experimentally verified T4SSs and five characterized effectors encoded on the Ti plasmid are as shown. Further details pertaining to and the genomic context of the VirB system are also highlighted ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). The VirB system consists of 12 components including the mating pair formation proteins VirB1--VirB11, and the coupling protein VirD4 that recruits substrates. Users can access detailed information on each component by clicking the gene name ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}D), and can also retrieve a list of proteins from diverse T4SSs belonging to the same component part by clicking on the assigned component name in the gene list, with the readily available option of follow-up multiple sequence alignment ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). The *A.tumefaciens* VirB system is implicated in plant pathogenesis via translocation of oncogenic DNA and protein into target cells. Hyperlinked T-DNA coordinates and protein effectors are present in the database ([Figure 1](#gks1248-F1){ref-type="fig"}E). VirD2 nicks the T-DNA region at the border repeats and thereby becomes covalently linked to the 5′-end of the nick site. The VirD2-T-strand complex is then translocated through the secretion channel. In contrast, VirE2, VirE3, VirF and VirD5 are secreted effectors which contribute directly to virulence in plant cells. For example, VirE2 is a DNA-binding protein and protect the T-strand from nucleolytic degradation in the plant cell. In addition to the above features, SecReT4 automates primer design for PCR amplification of sequences coding for both component parts and effectors via Primer3Plus ([@gks1248-B21]). Figure 1.An overview of SecReT4 outputs using the VirB system encoded by the *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* C58 Ti plasmid as an example. (**A**) List of two identified T4SSs encoded by the *A. tumefaciens* C58 Ti plasmid, both of which have been experimentally verified. (**B**) A scaled representation of the circular Ti plasmid generated by the SecReT4-integrated CGview ([@gks1248-B18]) utility showing locations and sizes of genes coding for components of both T4SSs (blue) and VirB-associated effectors (red) within this replicon. (**C**) An overview of the features of the VirB system: replicon, location, functions, classification, number of components and a complete gene list of this system with links to component-related information. Hyperlinks to NCBI are provided as appropriate, as is a link that allows for visualization of the gene content of the system facilitated by the embedded graphic display. (**D**) SecReT4-enabled tools for examining component-related features are exemplified by the VirB8 entry. In addition to sequence information, direct links to NCBI, UniprotKB, KEGG and PDB are provided. Significant hits against the Pfam database are also presented. (**E**) Data on substrates transported by the VirB system are illustrated by information on T-DNA and the characterized cognate protein effectors.

The 'Browse by classification' page allows users to retrieve T4SSs classified by two schemes ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)). According to the scheme proposed by Christie *et al.* ([@gks1248-B10]), we further classified 'the other' systems into type IVC and type IVD. Types IVA and IVB have been previously defined. Type IVC includes the newly described GI type T4SS, and type IVD systems are related to those recently characterized in Gram-positive bacteria. Similarly, for an alternative classification scheme, we have added type G for GI type and type GP for Gram-positive T4SSs to the earlier defined type F, type P and type I grouping scheme ([@gks1248-B6],[@gks1248-B9]). In addition, the component part VirB4, which is conserved in all characterized T4SSs, has been proposed as a signature for classification of these secretons ([@gks1248-B8],[@gks1248-B12]). Indeed, our phylogenetic analysis of 837 proteins assigned as the VirB4 component ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1)) matches the current classification schemes, and suggests VirB4 can be used as a classification marker once appropriate quantitative phylogenetic criteria are established.

The 'Browse by function' page catalogs T4SSs by function including 'conjugation', 'DNA uptake and release', 'effector translocation', 'other' and 'unknown' for those whose function has not been characterized or proposed yet. Currently, 211 T4SSs have been proved or proposed to partake in conjugation and 8 in DNA uptake and release, 47 have been implicated in effector translocation while 5 participate in virulence via other ways, such as by adhesion to erythrocytes. Functions of 537 (66%) T4SSs await further investigation. T4SSs encoded by ICEs have been hyperlinked to corresponding elements in ICEberg ([@gks1248-B22]).

SecReT4 search options and tools
--------------------------------

SecReT4 enables text, BLAST and HMMER3 searches with varied options. Through the 'Search' page, users can retrieve details of T4SSs, components or effectors from SecReT4 by the following categories: species, replicon RefSeq accession, T4SS name, T4SS function, component name, effector name and/or NCBI protein ID. The 'Tools' page allows users to search a query sequence against SecReT4 to obtain and visualize potential homologous matches using WU-BLAST 2.0 (Gish, W., personal communication) and HMMER3 ([@gks1248-B23]). We also provide a web tool to identify T4SS components in a user-supplied DNA sequence. For raw sequences, the tool predicts genes using Glimmer3 ([@gks1248-B24]) or Prodigal ([@gks1248-B25]) based on users' option. Proteins are searched against SecReT4 for putative T4SS components by BLASTp. Significant hits within a user-defined distance can be clustered. Graphic output displaying genome context is available. For short sequences (30--10 000 bp), if no gene is detected, BLASTx will be initiated to search the DNA sequence directly against SecReT4.

SecReT4 reference module
------------------------

The SecReT4 reference section offers information on papers relating to T4SSs that have been identified as described earlier, and further pertinent references relating to entries within SecReT4. Direct links to the matching PubMed entries are also provided. At present SecReT4 contains records of more than 800 directly relevant scientific publications. This reference collection will be updated with new entries being subject to manual curation and organization in a timely manner. These references have been assigned with the following tags: experimental studies, *in silico* analyses, genome sequencing and reviews. SecReT4 links the examined literature to relevant T4SSs and effectors as indicated by corresponding thumbnail icons. The reference collection is also searchable by author, title, journal, year and PubMed ID, and matching abstracts can be subjected to standard word searches. This provides an easily accessible literature resource that has been subjected to both text mining, manual curation and subset categorization.

CONCLUSION
==========

Newly available data on T4SSs and cognate effectors will be uploaded regularly to keep pace with the rapidly expanding bacterial genome database. New records of publications will be mined to update the status of currently archived T4SSs, component parts and effectors, and to supplement the current collection, as when new data arises. As T4SSs are multiunit instruments, we plan to capture data on component interaction and endeavor to establish protein--protein interaction prediction pipelines to stimulate research on structural models of T4SSs based on sequence information. Furthermore as bioinformatics efforts at identifying and classifying T4SS effectors have been limited, we will aim to further analyze the currently verified and predicted T4SS effector sets, establish biologically relevant schemes for organizing these proteins and exploit machine learning strategies to expand the set of known likely T4SS effectors. In addition, as homologues of T4SSs have been identified in Archaea ([@gks1248-B4]), we will include archaeal T4SSs after a complete such system has been characterized. We envisage an evolving resource that captures a growing variety of T4SS-related data extracted and curated from experimental literature and derived by increasingly sophisticated bioinformatics analyses. Ultimately, we propose a T4SS-specific resource to facilitate efficient investigation of large numbers of these systems, recognition of diverse patterns of sequence-, gene- and/or functional conservation, and an improved understanding of the biological roles and significance of these versatile molecular machines.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1248/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 and Supplementary Figures 1--3.
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